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we weren't polite we were bad mannered and we didn't
give a crap
about anybody's feelings or the property they had
too much cash ate to much food and threw away what
we had left
we only ever thought about the stuff we thought we had
to get

our education only hindered our social activities
we never let the teachers teach us treated them like
enemies
we kept on smoking, kept on drinking, kept on bitching
bout our health
we chased money when it never came we cursed the
men with wealth

kept putting sewage in the sea and putting garbage in
the ground
paid silly cash to go to festivals where they restrict the
sound
we claimed as much as we could claim wherever we
could make a claim
and then we spent it all on drugs cos life is better when
your caned

we were ignorant and didn't care to learn the things we
lacked
there were wars and we would criticise them then we
would relax
we were sheep we sat any fence that had a pretty view
and if it came from men in suits and T.V then it must be
true

we saw planet earth on youtube and left comments on
it's state 
as the internet expanded, made our lazy minds deflate
grew up thinking we were so advanced and had the
largest heads
we didn't even masturbate with our own minds we used
the web

we had no tolerance for anyone so then we made it law
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which just made people more intolerant to everyone
they saw
joined the army cos we saw an avert saying be the best
we granted racist brain-dead alpha males the power of
arrest

In my day:
we were spitting in the street 
In my day:
no promises to keep
In my day:
all we did was buy
In my day:
cos everyone was high
In my day:
bitched about the wars
In my day:
but no one had a cause
In my day:
never spoke our minds
In my day:
we pissed away our time
In my day.
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